
WEDNESDAY
Wednesday, June 7, 2017

9:00 - 9:30  Tool Discovery - Free Time

9:00 – 9:30  Tool Discovery - free time

9:30 - 10:00  Physical visualization 

10:00 - 11:30  3D Data Sculpture Making Session

11:30 - 12:00  Discussion

12:00 – 1:30  Break

1:30 –  2:00  Collaborative Project Discussion

2:30 - 4:00 Project: Free time



Gephi is an open-source software for network visualization and analysis. It helps data
analysts to intuitively reveal patterns and trends, highlight outliers and tells stories with their
data. It uses a 3D render engine to display large graphs in real-time and to speed up the
exploration.



Student: As the finale of my hashtag study, I created a network visualization of #streetart
using the Open Graphic Viz Platform, Gephi. Gephi allows us to visualize the interactions on
the Twittersphere; allocating replies, major contributors in the conversation, and connections
through the use of line weight, color, and a composition of hubs, nodes, and subgroups.

Bill Wolff’s Student Examples 
https://s0notmainstream.wordpress.com/streetart/
Bill Wolff’s Gephi Tutorials
http://williamwolff.org/courses/pop-fall-2016/pop-tutorials-f16/
http://archives.williamwolff.org/dmi-tcat/

RAW graphs
http://rawgraphs.io/

https://gephi.org/
https://s0notmainstream.wordpress.com/streetart/
http://williamwolff.org/courses/pop-fall-2016/pop-tutorials-f16/
http://archives.williamwolff.org/dmi-tcat/
http://rawgraphs.io/




🌈 

Physical visualization – how can we gain new insights
from our research through the act of building 3-
D data sculptures? 



3D data-visualization is data represented in the physical world.

This morning we will get creative (and possible messy) as we build data sculptures. Playing
around with data can be liberating, especially for those of us who can get stuck in our ways.
This hand-made data activity builds capacity in translating words and numbers into structural
forms (called physical visualization).

"Data sculptures are an increasingly popular form of
physical visualization whose purposes are essentially
artistic, communicative or educational."
Yvonne Jansen et al. "Empirical Investigation of Physical Visualizations.”
http://www.aviz.fr/Research/Phys

Physical Visualizations in history
http://dataphys.org/list/

http://www.aviz.fr/Research/Phys
http://dataphys.org/list/


Sometimes data is a cake.



Created by self-taught chef Rhiannon from Cakecrumbs, these spherical planetarycakes are
scientifically accurate representations of the subsurface on Jupiter and Earth, right from the
outer atmosphere down through the crust, mantle, and inner core.

Data Cuisine http://data-cuisine.net/
Data Cuisine explores food as a means of data expression—or, if you like—edible diagrams.
They ask: What is the taste of data?

http://cakecrumbs.me/2013/08/01/spherical-concentric-layer-cake-tutorial/
http://data-cuisine.net/


Theory
For data visualization in graphical form, the basic building blocks are well identified: Visual
marks such as lines or areas carry information – and they have roughly the following “visual
variables” that can be modified in order to express information:



What excites us about data cuisine is the abundance of additional “culinary variables”we
can use to express information!

Of course, all of the above are available (2D painting with food). Then we have all kinds of
sculptural 3D possibilities. We can work with taste – from the basic tastes of sweet, sour,
salty, bitter, umami to complex combinations or hotness. There is texture – immensely
important in cooking! Then we have all the cultural connotations of ingredients and dishes
(potatoes, caviar, …). We can work with cooking parameters (e.g. baking temperature or
duration). Or the temperature of the dish itself, when served! And all the little decision that
go into plating and food presentation. — Data Cuisine Team

http://data-cuisine.net/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Screen-Shot-2012-09-13-at-10.57.09.png


Rahul Bhargava: Data Stories podcast had a recent episode called "Data Sculpture" in which
they spoke with people investigating physical data presentations. If you listen to it, be
prepared for a lot of academic jargon - their audience is not the general public.  My main
takeaway from the paper referenced ("Evaluating the Efficiency of Physical Visualizations")
was that:

when people physically touched the 3D objects
representing the data 

they did a better job understanding the data. 

http://datastori.es/episode17-data-sculptures/
http://www.aviz.fr/phys
















Andrea Rhen (DHSI 2015)











Lindsay Bell creating a kinetic sculpture which represents her research question: How can
new visual representation techniques and technologies inform our understanding of urban life
in the Canadian arctic? (DHSI 2015) 

MVI_9079.MOV





Rich McCue — making the invisible visible. (DHSI 2015) 















10:00-11:30 3D Sculpture activity - in which we create and explain our own information
visualizations using simple, tangible materials. 

11:30 - 12:00 Discussion

1. What did you create?
2. What does this activity tell you about the perspective through which we look at data?

Some past discussion responses:
 

Physically playing around with data can be liberating, especially for those of us who
can get stuck in our ways.
I have been working and thinking in “digital mode” for so long, physical activity
brought me back to the fact that creation should be holistic, something not always
evident when working, (usually with just the left brain).
This helped create a sensory connection between me and the data. At the same time,



it slowed me down. I felt as though it was easier to appreciate the idea of design-
driven data and put it into practice when I was (literally) building the visualization
rather than if I were putting it into a computer.
It is interesting to experience how data can be represented in 3D physical data
sculpture prototypes and then transformed and remediated into a 2-D representation.

 
 

12:00: 1:30 Break

1:30 - 2:00  Project discussion

WHY - Our research question is/what is the problem we are trying to solve: _____________. 
WHY - Our purpose for the project is to: ___________.
WHO  - Our potential audience/stakeholders for this issue are: ___________.

+ 

HOW - We will create  _____________.
HOW - We plan to design a useful/engaging experience for the audience by  ___________.
WHAT - Our content/data is: ___________.
WHAT/HOW - The form our content takes is:  ___________.

2:00 - 4:00 Collaborative Project

9:00 – 9:30  Tool Discovery - free time

9:30 - 10:00  Physical visualization 

10:00 - 11:30  3D Data Sculpture Making Session

11:30 - 12:00  Discussion

12:00 – 1:30  Break

1:30 –  2:00  Collaborative Project Discussion

2:30 - 4:00 Project: Free time


